People’s expectation toward individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old understanding of cars has become
outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it became an integral part of their lives. At the same time, the automobile industry has experienced
seismic change. Hyundai Motor Company has grown rapidly to become one of the largest automakers, backed by world class production capability and
superior quality. We have now reached a point where we need a qualitative approach to bring bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers.
This is an opportunity to move forward and we have developed a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take a big leap. Led by our new
slogan and the new thinking underlying it, we will become a company that keeps challenging itself to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.
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Be moved like never before...
There’s no car like it out there.
There’s no image or word to describe the experience.
Its style, performance, and safety will move you like never before.
The story of the new you, captivated by Azera, starts now.

it won’t try to convince you.
it will simply captivate you.

fireworks,
silk,
heartbeat
Power as explosive as fireworks
and control as precise as ice turn
every road into silk as you drive to
the beat of your heart.

it won’t just talk about the pleasure of driving.
it will express the pleasure of living.

Azera’s personality

Theta(Θ) 2.4 MPi engine
With a maximum 180 ps output and 23.6 kg.m

Soft yet powerful. Bold yet agile.

torque, the high performance Theta(Θ) 2.4 MPi

This is what you and Azera have in common.

engine delivers dynamic driving under various
driving conditions.

Lambda(λ) 3.0 MPi engine
With a maximum 250 ps output and 29.0 kg.m torque,
the exceptional Lambda(λ) 3.0 MPi engine achieves
power, silence, fuel economy, and eco-friendliness.

Lambda(λ) 3.0 MPi engine

Theta(Θ) 2.4 MPi engine

Type

DOHC with Dual CVVT

Type

DOHC with Dual CVVT

Displacement

2,999 cc

Displacement

2,359 cc

Max. Power

250 ps / 6,400 rpm
29.0 kg.m / 5,000 rpm

Max. Power

180 ps / 6,000 rpm
23.6 kg.m / 4,000 rpm

Max. Torque
Torque kg.m

Power PS
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6-speed automatic transmission
Developed using proprietary Hyundai Motor Company technology, the new 6-speed automatic transmission
has dramatically reduced the number of parts as well as its weight for smoother operation, greater silence,
and superior fuel efficiency. By eliminating the need for regular oil changes, the semi-permanent transmission
offers convenience and economy.

Azera’s Foresight
Always one step ahead of danger, Azera’s remarkable foresight will keep you safe.

With ESC

Without ESC

ESC (Electronic Stability Control)

Front, rear, side and curtain airbags

Knee airbag

Rear impact reduction seats

Depowered driver’s and front passenger’s seat airbags for head-on collisions and side/curtain airbags for lat-

A supplementary knee airbag protects the knees of

The backs of the seats are structurally optimized to

eral collisions ensure maximum passenger safety in diverse driving situations.

passengers in the event of a head-on collision.

minimize passenger injuries in the event of a rear
collision by increasing their ability to absorb shocks.

ESC is a system that compares a driver’s desired course of direction with the
actual direction to help guide the vehicle according to the driver’s intentions. It is
particularly effective in stabilizing lateral movement in sudden turns and thereby
provides a safer ride.

Smart cruise control

ASD (Amplitude Selective Damper)

Front suspension

Rear suspension

Disc brakes

A radar sensor monitors the distance with other vehicles and automatically main-

Whether driving on a smooth, well-maintained road

McPherson-type front suspension increases tyre

Multi-link suspension improves steering stability and

Larger front-wheel disc brakes allow for enhanced

tains optimum distance by controlling the engine and the brakes. The car advances

or a bumpy, uneven one, a comfortable ride and

traction while turning, delivering outstanding stability

minimizes shaking when driving and stopping.

braking power.

automatically if the car in front stops and departs again within 3 seconds.

steady handling are preserved.

whether driving straight or turning a curve.

it won’t just change your image.
it will change your value.

Music,
Art,
Inspiration
Like live music concerts early in
the morning or late at night, or art
collections for viewing any time of
the day, Azera will be the biggest
source of inspiration in your life.

Azera’s companionship
Little pleasures that only you can enjoy from the driver’s
seat bring you and Azera even closer together.

Front air ventilation seat (Adjustable 3-step)
Air can circulate naturally in the front seat, making
the driver feel comfortable.

Panoramic sunroof
A panoramic sunroof without separate headlining maximizes the feeling of openness to create a pleasant
driving environment that is closer to nature.

NAPPA Leather Seat
The seats of Azera are finished with nappa leather, which
is as supple as it is strong and durable, and offers the
highest seating comfort. Not only that, they are also

Driver’s seat cushion extension
The driver’s seat cushion is extendable by lifting the front of the cushion, which increases the thigh support
area and reduces the sense of fatigue when driving.

eco-friendly thanks to the usage of anti-bacterial seat

Seat control switch on door trim

foam made from Cardanol oil extract, a 100% recyclable

The driver’s seat adjustment switch has an intuitive design that is extremely convenient and easy to use for

natural material.

controlling the angle and extending the cushion of the driver’s seat.

Azera’s difference
Details that soothe the eyes and the soul. This is the difference that sets Azera apart.

Premium sound system
Navigation & Bluetooth hands-free system

USB & AUX input jacks

Supervision cluster with built-in colour monitor (Thin Film Transistor LCD)

An easy-to-use navigation system conveniently pro-

A built-in auxiliary port allows you to enjoy music

The cluster provides driving information such as flow of energy, fuel and battery status, tyre pressure, and

vides road directions, while the Bluetooth function makes

files stored in portable devices directly on your car’s

open door warning through a high-resolution full colour 4.3″ TFT LCD.

it possible to make wireless phone calls hands-free.

premium sound system.

*Tyre pressure alert is only available in select regions.

*The Navigation & Bluetooth functions are only available in select regions.

*iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc.

An expandable Infinity amplifier delivers top-class
audio quality through an 8 speaker (10 channels)
system, making Azera the best mobile space for
enjoying music.
* 10 speaker (12 channels) only available in select regions.

Smart key & Engine start button
Climate control

Interior mood lighting

Lighting panel

A cutting-edge smart key system makes it possible

Both the driver and the passenger can each set their own temperature, which is maintained automatically for

Subtle lighting on the crash pad and the door trims

LED lighting in the centre tray and cup holder covers

to lock and unlock doors by simply having the key on

maximum comfort. The air ventilation system in the 2nd row creates a pleasant environment for the passen-

create a luxurious sense of quality.

creates a unique pattern that conveys a feeling of

you and also to turn the engine on or off with a mere

luxuriousness that can only be experienced in Azera.

press of a button.

gers in the 2nd row seats.

it’s not about appealing to the hearts of many.
it’s about making your heart beat.
because you are the perfect match for Azera.

Embrace,
Haven,
Diamond
As warm as an embrace and as
safe as a haven, and as lasting as
the diamond on your finger,
Azera’s safety is a promise that
will be kept.

Azera’s convergence
Converging functionality and design, this is an idea that you and Azera share.

Radiator grille

Head lamps with LED light guide

Fog lamps with clear lenses

Chrome outside door handles

Heated outside mirrors & Side repeaters

Fold-back electric mirrors

Door courtesy lamp

Dual exhaust mufflers

Azera’s wing-shaped radiator grille, reminiscent of

The luxuriousness of the head lamps has been height-

Visually attractive with their sporty design, the fog

Luxurious chrome-plated outside door handles

Outside mirrors, with built-in heat coils to prevent

When coming within a certain distance of the car

Interior lights turn on automatically upon opening

Dual exhaust mufflers integrated into the bumper

a magnificent aircraft, not only conveys a sense of

ened by applying LED light guides and round-type LED

lamps with the clear lenses secure visibility more

provide excellent grip and add a touch of design to

fogging in bad weather conditions, effectively en-

with the smart key, the outside mirrors unfold

the door to make preparing for driving safer and

provide outstanding exhaust performance and

luxury, but also provides a dynamic driving perfor-

position lamps. High-efficiency LED that minimizes

effectively.

the side of the vehicle.

hance visibility. Side repeaters sporting both superior

automatically to greet the driver and help him or her

more convenient.

complete Azera’s luxurious rear design.

mance with its enhanced engine cooling function.

energy consumption adds to the sense of satisfaction.

design and functionality also promote safer driving.

get started conveniently.

Aero blade wipers & Rain sensor

LED high mounted stop lamp

Wrap around LED rear lights

Parking assist system

245/40 R19 Hyper silver alloy wheels

245/45 R18 Hyper silver alloy wheels

225/55 R17 Diamond cutting alloy wheels

225/55 R17 Alloy wheels

Streamlined to minimize air resistance and improve

The beautifully designed LED stop lamp is highly

High-tech wide LED rear lamps project a luxurious

A highly convenient safety system with ultrasonic

The luxurious material and originally designed wheel

Large-diameter wheels maximize the thrill of sporty

Excellent traction ensures stable driving under vari-

These high-performance wheels provide sporty

adhesion to the windshield, the aero blade wipers

visible and helps cars following from behind to

image and help complete the dynamic and volumi-

sensors sounds an alarm when the vehicle comes

caps of the large-sized 19-inch alloy wheels add the

and dynamic driving and also provide outstanding

ous driving conditions.

driving and superior braking.

conveniently adjust their speed according to the

maintain a safe distance.

nous rear design of the vehicle.

near obstacles during parking.

perfect finishing touch to Azera’s elegant style.

braking.

amount of rain.

Azera’s conviction
The smallest detail can speak for the entire car, this conviction gave birth to your perfect match, Azera.

ECM (Electro Chromatic Mirror)

Steering wheel remote control

6-disc in-dash CD changer system

EPB (Electronic Parking Brake)

Heated steering wheel

Heated seats

Dual full auto air conditioning

Rear heating / Cooling ducts

Push button operated, the ECM automatically

The remote control on the steering wheel makes it

A CD changer system that can accommodate up to

The parking brake is automatically activated when

A heated steering wheel eliminates the chill that

The heated seats are particularly warm, cozy, and

Separate air conditioning for the driver’s and front

Ventilation outlets installed separately for rear

senses and reduces light intrusion from following

easy and convenient for the driver to control the

6 CDs has been mounted so that users can enjoy

the vehicle stops, preventing it from rolling as well

drivers experience when first grabbing the steering

convenient in the winter.

passenger’s seats allows the interior temperature

passengers help maintain a comfortable interior

vehicles, dramatically reducing eye fatigue.

audio system and functions like cruise control while

a variety of music according to their tastes and

as sliding when restarting on a hill.

wheel in the middle of winter.

to be adjusted automatically to each one’s needs for

temperature during the four seasons.

driving.

moods.

Auto defogging system

Solar glass

Manual side curtains

Electronic rear curtain

Cooling glove box

Door trim bottle holders

Child seat anchor

Organ-type accelerator pedal

Sensors mounted on the windshield detect and

The solar glass effectively blocks UV rays from

Side curtains installed in the rear side windows block

At the touch of a button, the automatic rear curtain

The glove box with its cooling function helps keep

Bottle holders, located on all the door panels,

A child seat anchor allows adults to mount a child

The operating direction of the accelerator pedal

automatically remove moisture build-up to ensure

passengers and prevents the discoloration of the

the sunlight, protect the privacy of the passengers,

blocks out the hot sun and keeps the interior cool

beverages cool during the summer.

increase convenience and efficiency for storing

seat more securely and ensure greater safety of

matches the stepping on of the pedal for a more

safe visibility.

interior.

and convey the elegance of a luxury sedan.

even in the middle of summer.

drinks.

the entire family.

natural operation.

a pleasantly maintained temperature at all times.

a whole new world...
Where style isn't just what you see but what you feel,
where the pleasure of driving doesn't end at the driver's seat,
where roads inspire and comfort you as much as your home,
Azera will take you there.

Interior Trims

SPECIFICATIONS
Type

Lambda(λ) 3.0 MPi engine

Theta(Θ) 2.4 MPi engine

Overall length (mm)
Exterior

4,910

Overall width (mm)

1,860

Overall height (mm)

1,470 (1,480 : High suspension)

Wheel base (mm)

2,845

Wheel tread (mm)
Dimensions (mm)
Head room (mm)
Interior
Leg room (mm)
Shoulder room (mm)
Beige two tone

Brown two tone

Black one tone

Front

17 inch tyre : 1,613 / 18 inch tyre : 1,606 / 19 inch tyre : 1,602

Rear

17 inch tyre : 1,614 / 18 inch tyre : 1,607 / 19 inch tyre : 1,603

Front

1,025

Rear

962

Front

1,155

Rear

935

Front

1,480

Rear

1,432

Engine type

DOHC with Dual CVVT

Displacement (cc)

Engine

2,999

2,359

Max. Power (ps/rpm)

250 / 6,400

180 / 6,000

Max. Torque (kg·m/rpm)

29.0 / 5,000

23.6 / 4,000

Brakes

Dual-diagonal, split-circuit, power-assisted braking system
Front

Suspension
Leather OPT

Woven+PU Leather

Leather OPT

Woven+PU Leather

Leather OPT

McPherson

Rear

Multi-link

Tyre

225 / 55 R17, 245 / 45 R18, 245 / 40 R19

Fuel tank (litre)

3D Carbon insert film OPT

Wood grain (Brown ash)

Wood grain (Brown maple)

3D Carbon insert film OPT

Wood grain (Black maple)

3D Carbon insert film OPT
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•Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
•Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
•The colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process.
•Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colours and trims.

DIMENSIONs

Unit : mm

* Wheel tread
17 inch (F/R) : 1,613/1,614
18 inch (F/R) : 1,606/1,607
19 inch (F/R) : 1,602/1,603

1,470

Exterior ColoUrs

White crystal WHC

Sleek silver Y5

Hyper metallic FHM

Dark grey YDG

Bronze grey V5G

Remington red RER

Black berry VR5

Black diamond AA

1,606*

950

2,845
4,910

1,115

1,607*
1,860

